Saturday. Trailing 1-0 at the half, John Brea '83 tied the game at one on an indirect free kick from Bill Uble '81. Senior Glen Gadowski gave the visitors the lead on a ball from Jay Walsh, but MIT could not make the advantage stand up as Trinity scored twice in the last ten minutes to pull the game out, and send Tech home with its fourth loss in a row.

Rugby team wins second

(Continued from page 16)

holding on using only seven forwards after Referee Bill Thilly sent off flanker Jean Grevet G for a dangerous tackle. Engineer fullback Rupert Hunt G did most of the saving with his towering kicks to touch and aggressive tackling.

Play on the set scrums continued weak, with MIT winning only 50 percent of its put-ins and only 22 percent of P.C.'s. In the line outs, however, the Tech pack was vastly superior. They won 56 percent of their balls and a whopping 68 percent of P.C.'s. In rucks and mauls, MIT won back 72 percent of its own possessions and stole 57 percent of P.C.'s. Bryant continued to have trouble with his goal-kicking, making only one of four attempts. Penalties were roughly even, with Thilly whistling the Engineers 19 times and P.C. 16 times.